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Interpretive Essay
Thesis statement: Life has a way of closing the doors of the past while simultaneously
opening the doors of the future in present time. History continues to repeat itself, just a little
more tainted, distorted, and technologically advanced.
I chose to sketch a cartoon type genre of my artistic interpretation of the novel because I
found the novel and its multiple stories as both comical and tragic. Moreover, the aimed motif
behind my hand-sketched, visual art piece, is to portray in one sketch the many recurring
injustices that Indians were subjected to, and their numerous stories found in the one story, There
There, written by Tommy Orange. In the top left of the artwork is a sketching of a colonist who
is kicking the head of an Indian. Orange writes, “At one such celebration in Manhattan, people
were said to have celebrated by kicking the heads of Pequot people through the streets like
soccer balls” (5). This is where the theme of brutal colonization and massacres begin. On the
bottom right of the illustration is character Daniel Gonzales wearing his virtual reality goggles as
he watches through the lenses of his drone how the massacre that took place in the novel’s
powwow plays out. Prior to the powwow, Daniel has a few horrific dreams of anticipation and
fear that may come to reign. The story ends, “Dreams of people running in the streets and gunfire
all around” (46).
In the other half of the sketch, viewers will find other various forms of sketch-workstories that symbolize and reflect the description of other events that took place between the
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beginning and the end of this novel. Sketched on the upper top, midsection, is what is known as
the Indian-head test pattern. “An experienced broadcast engineer could glance at the drawing of
the Indian Chief and quickly know if everything was OK or if more careful adjustment was
needed” (Indian-head test pattern). My interpretation the semblance of the Indian-test head
pattern is that: Indians were subliminally targeted through forms of technological entertainment
like television. So, whether viewers of TV wanted to target Indians or not, they were still being
influenced to glance over the pattern to see if adjustment was needed. Drawn next to this pattern
is Orvil Red Feather dressed in regalia and lying wounded by gunshot in the grass at the
powwow. Prior to his dying moments, Orvil thinks, “His grandma would kill him if he survived
and they didn’t” (271). I found this ironic and heroic because Orvil died anyway. He was trying
to honor his family and in that attempt he risked his life fearing being “killed” by his
grandmother. This reminds me of that old saying, “damned if you do, damned if you don’t.” I
feel as though Indians are repeatedly damned, historically speaking. The bottom right of the
sketch is a picture of Alcatraz. Indians occupied this penitentiary to combine their forces in
hopes of improving their rights in the United States. The other intentionally scattered sketchstories tell the tale of substance abuse, entrapment, hate, and other various forms of cultural
representations that represent Indians and Whites.
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